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Low-molecular-weight metabolites (LMWMs) comprise primary or central and a plethora
of intermediary or secondary metabolites, all of which are characterized by a molecular
weight below 900 Dalton. The latter are especially prominent in sessile higher organisms,
such as plants, corals, sponges and fungi, but are produced by all types of microbial
organisms too. Common to all of these carbon molecules are oxygen, nitrogen and, to
a lesser extent, sulfur, as heteroatoms. The latter can contribute as electron donators or
acceptors to cellular redox chemistry and define the potential of the molecule to enter
charge-transfer complexes. Furthermore, they allow LMWMs to serve as organic ligands
in coordination complexes with various inorganic metals as central atoms. Especially
the transition metals Fe, Cu, and Mn can catalyze one electron reduction of molecular
oxygen, which results in formation of free radical species and reactive follow-up reaction
products. As antioxidants LMWMs can scavenge free radicals. Depending on the chemical
environment, the same LMWMs can act as pro-oxidants by reducing molecular oxygen.
The cellular regulation of redox homeostasis, a balance between oxidation and reduction,
is still far from being understood. Charge-transfer and coordination complex formation
with metals shapes LMWMs into gel-like matrices in the cytosol. The quasi-polymer
structure is lost usually during the isolation procedure. In the gel state, LMWMs possess
semiconductor properties. Also proteins and membranes are semiconductors. Together
they can represent biotransistor components that can be part of a chemoelectrical
signaling system that coordinates systems chemistry by initiating cell differentiation or
tissue homeostasis, the activated and the resting cell state, when it is required. This
concept is not new and dates back to Albert Szent-Györgyi.
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INTRODUCTION
Low-molecular-weight metabolites (LMWMs) are known to us
as nutrients, hormones, vitamins, poisons, chemical weapons,
spices, perfume aromas, antioxidants, medicines and biopolymer
precursors. The question about their raison d’être, especially for
secondary LMWMs, is far from satisfactorily answered (Fraenkel,
1959; Hadacek et al., 2011). From focusing on particular aspects,
such as central metabolism and chemical defense, the challenge
of gaining insights into LMWM systemic functions increasingly
becomes more important. All living organisms can synthetize
LMWMs albeit not all accumulate them in amounts that are
sufficient enough to stimulate attempts of isolation and struc-
ture elucidation. In plants they are especially prominent. Plants
have evolved a multitude of storage compartments that range
from microscopic glandular hairs to prominent lactifers and resin
channels (Gershenzon, 2002; Langenheim, 2003)

The big exploratory era of LMWM structure diversity was in
the second half of the former century and mainly carried out
by organic chemists and pharmacists. In the last two decades,
huge screening programs were started by the pharmaceutical
industry to identify new antibiotic and drug candidates and
when naturally occurring LMWMs from increasingly exotic and

difficult-to-access sources did not suffice, synthetic combinato-
rial chemistry libraries were added. The problem with many
identified candidates is and was: activity is usually accompa-
nied by one or several undesired side effects. Consequently,
there exists an undeniable challenge to understand their mode of
action.

Surviving in a changing environment successfully represents
the major challenge to all living organisms. Whereas high stress
from the abiotic and biotic environment kills the organism,
low stress levels can cause a priming effect. In attempts to
understand this idiosyncratic phenomenon, we should perhaps
explore the phenomenon of life from a more chemical perspec-
tive. The organic chemist Addy Pross suggested that systems
biology actually is systems chemistry (Pross, 2012). Accordingly,
Section LMWMs in Living Organisms is providing an overview of
LMWM chemical structure diversity and recapitulates their basic
reaction chemistry. Section LMWM Coordination Chemistry
introduces important aspects of coordination chemistry, which
extends the chemical exploration to inorganic chemistry. In
Section System Chemistry and Bioelectricity we will attempt to
outline bioelectricity as an important physiochemical regulatory
component and, based on this, in Section Outlook: LMWMs in
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Chemical Systems Regulated by Electricity propose a concept how
LMWMs can contribute to a homeodynamic systems chemistry of
living organisms.

LMWMs IN LIVING ORGANISMS
DEFINITION, BIOSYNTHESIS, AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
LMWM include all those organic compounds of biological ori-
gin with a molecular weight below 900 Dalton (Macielag, 2011).
Confusingly, different terminology is used to address them.
Pharmaceutical and medicinal researchers call them natural prod-
ucts, or in case of a proven antibacterial activity, antibiotics.
Biologists differentiate between primary or central and secondary
metabolites, the former being indispensable for growth and devel-
opment, and the latter essential to survive in the ecosystem.
Ecologists call them allelochemicals if they have been identi-
fied them as monitoring components of interactions between
organisms. Nutritional scientist use the terms antioxidants or
nutraceuticals to denote those LMWMS with more or less
proven beneficial health effects. Hormones are universal signaling
compounds. Vitamins are, by the majority, plant or microbial
metabolites that are required by animals for maintaining of their
metabolism. Pathologists and food scientists preferentially use the
terms bacterial toxins and mycotoxins to point out bacterial and
fungal metabolites that can harm human health if occurring in
too high concentrations in our food stuffs. Depending on molec-
ular size and the presence and absence of polar functional groups
LMWMs are either volatile or non-volatile. There exist numer-
ous review articles and books on LMWMs that focus on one or
more of the above mentioned aspects, the cited ones just repre-
senting a subjective selection (Betina, 1989; Gräfe, 1992; Seigler,
1998; Reese et al., 2000; Dixon, 2001; Hadacek, 2002; Crozier,
2006; Hedden and Thomas, 2006; Hartmann, 2007; Bednarek
and Osbourn, 2009; Buchanan et al., 2009; Greenstein and Wood,
2011; Bräse et al., 2013).

LMWM structural diversity will be illustrated by selected
examples in the on-going text (Figures 1–4). One of the basic
biosynthetic building blocks to secondary LMWMs is a C2 unit,
usually a coenzyme A-bonded acetate. Derivatives from this path-
way are called polyketides if ring-shaped, or fatty acids, if open
chained. A further biosynthetic building block is a C5 unit, iso-
prene, that can arise either from the mevalonate pathway or from
the later discovered deoxyxylulose phosphate pathway. It repre-
sents the precursor to the terpenoids, the second large structural
class within secondary LMWMs. Amino acids introduce nitrogen
into their structures and the amino acids cysteine and methionine
sulfur. Aromatic structures can be formed either by the polyketide
or the shikimic acid pathway, the latter also being a prerequisite to
synthetize aromatic amino acids. More information is available in
the literature (Rohmer, 1999; Romeo et al., 2000; Hadacek, 2002;
Buchanan et al., 2009; Weng and Noel, 2012; Anarat-Cappillino
and Sattely, 2014).

LWMWs are characterized by different combinations of func-
tional groups, unsaturated bonds and/or heteroatoms. These
characteristics define their chemical properties. Two-electron
transfers underpin chemical reactions that result in the chang-
ing of covalent bonds in a LMWM substrate or product. The
chemical textbook structures exclusively show structures with

covalent bonds, in which one or more pairs of electrons are shared
by two atomic nuclei. In inorganic chemistry, by contrast, ionic
bonds prevail that are formed between attracting positively and
negatively charged ions, in which one or more electrons from one
nucleus are removed and attached to another. Oxidoreductions,
the classical redox reactions, in which one molecule, the reduc-
tant, becomes oxidized, and the other molecule, the oxidant,
reduced, are common. According to molecular orbital (MO)
theory, the inherent electron transfer reaction occurs from the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the reductant (D,
donor) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
the oxidant (A, acceptor). Marcus theory predicts that an electron
transfer reaction (1) involves a precursor complex that changes
into a successor complex resulting in the formation of radicals,
highly reactive molecular species, in which an orbital of one of its
atoms is occupied by an unpaired electron (Eberson, 1987; Pross,
1995).

D + A → [D A] → [D+•A−•] → D+ + A− (1)

A combination of various factors, (I) strong D−A pairing, (II)
steric interactions that decrease the coupling between D+• and
A−•, (III) low D+−A− bond strength, and (IV) strong delocal-
ization of D+• and A−• radical centers, creates a one-electron
transfer scenario. Such charge-transfers complexes (2) are char-
acterized more aptly by the configuration mixing model (CFM)
(Pross, 1985, 1995; Eberson, 1987).

D + A ↔ [D+• + A−• + D A] (2)

Charge-transfer complex formation occurs when orbitals of
adjacent biomolecules, LMWM and/or proteins, overlap (Szent-
Györgyi, 1960, 1968). In protein chemistry, charge-transfer
complex formation is viewed as a variant of dipol–dipol
interactions. These weak non-covalent bonding forms further
include hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces and hydropho-
bic interactions. They are generally characterized by locally
asymmetric electron distributions (Silverman, 2002). Charge-
transfer complexes might also be viewed as a mosaic stone to
understand drug-receptor interactions and they are also likely
to occur in the gel-like cytosol, the structure of which resem-
bles more a solid than a liquid solution (Doukas, 1975). In
attempts to point to potential donor (D) and acceptor (A)
atoms that can enter charge-transfer complexes in the illus-
trated molecule structures, corresponding signatures have been
added tentatively into Figures 1–4. The assignments are based
either on known redox chemistry or hints from literature (Szent-
Györgyi, 1957, 1960; Doukas, 1975). Charge-transfer complexes
facilitate electronic mobility and, as a consequence, short-
range metallic conductivity within molecules. Here we take up
Albert Szent-Györgyi’s suggestion that conjugated π-electron sys-
tems more or less represent electric extension cords because
charge-transfer complex formation can induce an electric field
(Figures 1–4). More contemporarily, a USB cable would be
appropriate.
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PRIMARY OR CENTRAL LMWMs
Primary or central carbon metabolism converts sugars into a wide
range of precursors that generate the entire cell biomass by using
the shortest possible enzymatic pathways (Noor et al., 2010).
Figure 1 presents exemplary structures of sugars, amino, tricar-
boxylic (organic), and fatty acids. These metabolites are more or
less shared by all extant pro- and eukaryotic organisms with few
exceptions; e.g., Archaea possess lipids that are comprised of iso-
prene chain glycerol ethers instead of fatty acid glycerol esters (De
Rosa et al., 1986). Specific combinations of functional element
groups in the molecules, alcohols and acids with oxygen, amino
groups with nitrogen, and thiol groups with sulfur, occur in the
various molecules (Figure 1). By far, the amino acids are the most
heterogeneous molecule class. Figure 1 omits nucleobases, which
form RNA and DNA.

Central metabolites have been suggested as components of
a metabolic chemical system with evolved potential to opti-
mize itself (Pross, 2005, 2012; Shapiro, 2011). Most, tricarboxylic

acids being the exception, can serve as building blocks for
polymer structures, which not only organize the cell’s com-
partmental structure but also that of tissues of multicellular
organisms.

HORMONES AND NEUROTRANSMITTERS
The illustrated hormones (Figure 2) represent a group of live-
sustaining metabolites that can regulate the activities of genes,
proteins and other cellular metabolites and thus exert major
effects on many physiological and ontogenetic processes within
and across tissues (Heyland et al., 2005). Hormones, however, are
more specific for particular organismic kingdoms. The illustrated
derivatives have been chosen not only to exemplify structural
diversity but also to illustrate their occurrence in different liv-
ing organisms. Proteobacteria use acylated homoserine lactones
(AHL, 2.1) and Actinobacteria butyrolactones, both fatty acid
derivatives, for quorum sensing. Both compound classes were
shown to facilitate coordination of metabolic activities within

FIGURE 1 | Primary or central LMWMs. Exemplary structures that
occur in the life-sustaining metabolic cycles of all living organisms;
(A) electron acceptors, (D) electron donors in charge-transfer

complexes; electric extension cord symbols indicate π-electron
systems with potential to develop weak localized electromagnetic
fields.
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FIGURE 2 | Hormones and neurotransmitters. Exemplary structures from
microorganisms, plants and animals; the numbering reflects their appearance
in the text, the arrangement follows common biosynthetic pathways; (A)

electron acceptors, (D) electron donors in charge-transfer complexes; electric
extension cord symbols indicate π-electron systems with potential to develop
weak localized electromagnetic fields.

bacterial populations (López-Lara and Geiger, 2010). Rhizobia,
but also Alpha- and Beta-proteobacteria, can cause the formation
of root nodules in legumes. They use lipo-chitooligosaccharidic
nodulation (Nod) factors (2.2). These glycolipids have been iden-
tified as initiators of host plant root hair formation and defor-
mation, intra- and extracellular alkalization, membrane potential
depolarization, ion flux changes, nodulin gene expression and
formation of nodule primordia (D’Haeze and Holsters, 2002).
Trisporic acid (2.3) induces spore formation in zygomycete fungi;
its mode of action, however, is extracellular similar to that of bac-
terial acylated homoserine lactones (Gooday, 1978). Interestingly,
a prominent plant hormone that stimulates germination, cell dif-
ferentiation and flowering in plants, gibberellic acid (GA, 2.4),
was identified first as a metabolite of the fungus Gibberella
fujikuroi (teleomorph Fusarium moniliforme). This fungus utilizes
it as a toxin to cause bakanae disease in rice seedlings (Curtis and
Cross, 1954; Bartoli et al., 2013). Another structurally strikingly
similar plant hormone is abscisic acid (ABA, 2.5), a carotenoid
cleavage product (apocarotinoid) that is involved in coordinating
responses to various forms of abiotic stress and leaf senescence

(Bartoli et al., 2013). Strigolactones, such as strigol (2.6), another
group of apocarotinoids, are believed to be commonly exuded
by plant roots. Originally, it was assumed that these compounds
facilitate the establishment of parasitic plant haustoria in host tis-
sues, later the discovery of their involvement in facilitating arbus-
cular mycorrhizal colonization of plant roots provided a more
feasible hypothesis for their existence. Recently, also endoge-
nous signaling roles have been suggested (Waldie et al., 2014).
Brassinosteroids (2.7) represent a further class of plant growth
hormones (Clouse and Sasse, 1998). A volatile plant hormone
that can regulate diverse processes is ethylene (2.8) (Bleecker and
Kende, 2000). Salicylic acid (2.9), an aromatic amino acid deriva-
tive, and jasmonic acid (2.10), a derivative of the unsaturated fatty
acid linolenic acid, an oxylipin, represent plant hormones that are
involved in resistance against pathogens and herbivores (Fujita
et al., 2006). One of the most essential hormones for plant devel-
opment is the tryptophan derivative auxin (2.11), also known as
3-indol-actic acid (Woodward and Bartel, 2005). The majority of
plant hormones have been detected also in green, red, and brown
algae (Tarakhovskaya et al., 2007).
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In animals, the term hormones is reserved for metabolites
that are produced by highly specialized endocrine tissues and
transported by the circulatory system to their distant targets
in the body (Jerzmanowski and Archacki, 2013). Among them,
three classes resemble LMWM plant hormones, the amino acid-
derived, the steroid hormones and the eicosanoids. The latter
are not synthetized by specific glands and not well soluble in
aqueous solutions and therefore fail to fulfill two major clas-
sification criterions for animal hormones; as a result they are
designated as hormone-like substances in the literature although,
in terms of their evolved functionality, they represent hormones.
Other animal hormones, polypeptides and small proteins, are
outside of the focus of this review. Eicosanoids are derivatives
of arachidonic acid, an unsaturated C20 fatty acid, and com-
prise prostaglandins (2.12) and leukotrienes, both of which are
involved in numerous homeostatic functions and inflammation
(Funk, 2001). They resemble plant oxylipins, derivatives of the
unsaturated C18 fatty acid linolenic acid, and can disturb tissue
homeostasis. Epinephrine (adrenaline, 2.13) and norepinephrine
(noradrenaline) are tyrosine derivatives that are secreted by the
medulla of the adrenal glands. The former modulates cardio-
vascular and metabolic response to stress, the latter acts more
as a neurotransmitter (Greenstein and Wood, 2011). A further
neurotransmitter that occurs in many organisms is acetylcholine
(2.14) (Preston and Wilson, 2013). The tryptophan derivative
melatonin (2.15) is a highly interesting hormone; it can be syn-
thetized by Bacteria, Plants, and Animals and modulates circadian
rhythms (Hardeland, 2008). Steroid hormones are also involved
in stress regulation; cortisol (2.16) is produced by the adrenal
glands and stimulates gluconeogenesis and activates anti-stress
and anti-inflammatory pathways (Greenstein and Wood, 2011).
Steroid hormones comprise sex hormones, estrogens, such as
estradiol (2.17), that regulate menstrual and estrous reproduc-
tive cycles, and testosterone (2.18), a hormone that occurs in both
sexes but acts differently (Greenstein and Wood, 2011). Another
steroid hormone, ecdysone (2.19), regulates insect developmental
transitions (Yamanaka et al., 2013). Notably, ecdysones, can also
be synthetized in significant amounts by plants (Williams et al.,
1989).

A structural comparison of the various hormones reveals sim-
ilarities and differences. Some of them are efficient electron dona-
tors, some strong acceptors, some both. Some possess metal-like
conductivity due to π-electrons, others not. Probably, these dif-
ferent chemical properties not only facilitate diverse interactions
with proteins (Doukas, 1975) but may facilitate also crosstalk-like
actions between hormones (Pieterse et al., 2009; Spindler et al.,
2009).

VITAMINS AND ENZYME COFACTORS
Biochemical reactions require specific metabolites that provide
either energy equivalents or electrons. For plants, the term
“supportive metabolites” was suggested (Firn and Jones, 2009).
Higher animals cannot synthetize them and thus require them
as vitamins. The majority of vitamins are enzyme cofactors or
precursors of them (Michal, 1999). Figure 3 exemplifies struc-
tures. For example, carotenoids (3.1) represent terpenoid pig-
ments that protect chloroplasts from the reactive oxygen species

singlet oxygen that can be formed by energy transfer from relax-
ing chlorophyll pigments (Ramel et al., 2012). All animals that
are endowed with the ability of sight absorb, transport and
metabolize carotenoids into retinoids (3.2) (von Lintig, 2012).
Tocopherols (3.3) represent further terpenoid antioxidants in
the chloroplast and as vitamin E derivatives protect membrane
lipids in animals (Denisov and Denisova, 2009). Phylloquinone
(3.4) is an important electron acceptor in photosystem I and,
concomitantly, represents an important antioxidant of the vita-
min K group for animals (Asensi-Fabado and Munné-Bosch,
2010). An exception to the rule are the vitamin D forms; ergo-
calciferol is synthetized from ergosterol and cholecalciferol from
cholesterol, the former a triterpene alcohol that confers sta-
bility to fungal membranes, the latter to animal membranes.
Cholecalciferol is a precursor of calcitriol (3.5), which regu-
lates calcium concentrations in the blood (Asensi-Fabado and
Munné-Bosch, 2010).

Cobalamine (3.6), vitamin B12, represents one of the largest
LMWMs; its porphyrine ring forms a coordination complex (see
Section LMWM Coordination Chemistry) with the rare transi-
tion metal cobalt as central atom. Besides acting as an important
cofactor, cobalamine also possesses notable antioxidant activ-
ity. Only Archaea and Bacteria can synthetize it (Michal, 1999;
Asensi-Fabado and Munné-Bosch, 2010). Other important vita-
mins include thiamine (3.7), vitamin B1, which is important for
oxidative decarboxylation and also can act as antioxidant (Michal,
1999; Jung and Kim, 2003); carboxylation reactions depend on
biotin (3.8); pyridoxal phosphate (3.9) is involved in various
modifications at the carbon atom 2 of amino acids (Michal, 1999;
Ferrier and Harvey, 2014). Ascorbic acid (3.10), also known as
vitamin C, confers protection against oxidative stress by acting
as antioxidant. Furthermore, ascorbic acid can donate electrons
to a wide range of enzymes (De Tullio, 2012). The most com-
mon cofactor systems in living organisms that are involved in
redox reactions comprise NAD+/NADP (mitochondria) (3.11),
NADP+/NADPH (photosynthesis, pentose phosphate cycle), and
FAD/FADH2 (oxidative phosphorylation) (3.12). All of them
contain the nucleobase adenine as moiety. The former addi-
tionally contains nicotine amide, the latter riboflavin. Energy
equivalents are provided by ATP (3.13) (Torssell, 1993; Buchanan
et al., 2009; Ferrier and Harvey, 2014) that also contains an ade-
nine moiety. The biosynthesis of most cofactors is rather complex
and difficult to elucidate due to the low available amounts of these
LMWMs (Webb et al., 2007).

Comparing the chemical structures of diverse vitamins
(3.1–3.13) with those of hormones (2.1–2.18), the more diverse
polarity is notable; 3.1–3.4 are rather unpolar and localized in
membranes, 3.5–3.13 are definitely more polar and optimized
for a cytosolic environment. The presence of negative charges
in the phosphoester moieties specifically enhances affinity to
proteins. Apart from the latter, the functional groups are sim-
ilar to those of the hormones and not as uniform as in some
central metabolites, such as sugars and tricarboxylic acids. The
numerous donor (D) and acceptor (A) sites provide a basis
for forming charge-transfer complexes with proteins. Frequent
conjugated unsaturated bonds facilitate the local buildup of
electric fields.
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FIGURE 3 | Vitamins and enzyme cofactors. Exemplary structures; the
numbering reflects their appearance in the text, the arrangement follows
common biosynthetic pathways; (A) electron acceptors, (D) electron donors

in charge-transfer complexes; electric extension cord symbols indicate
π-electron systems with potential to develop weak localized electromagnetic
fields.

SECONDARY LMWMs
All LMWM that are deemed dispensable for life-sustaining pro-
cesses are classified as so-called secondary metabolites, which
represent the greatest known LMWM structural diversity by
far; their numbers in plants are estimated to exceed 500,000
alone (Mendelsohn and Balick, 1995). Most of them show a
highly restricted occurrence, sometimes even limited to a sin-
gle species. A recently suggested alternative term is “speculative
metabolism” (Firn and Jones, 2009). The main difference between
Plants and Animals on one hand, and Bacteria and Fungi on the
other hand, is that the former accumulate secondary LMWMs
in specifically adapted compartments whereas the latter secrete
them into their environment (Demain, 1996; Hadacek et al.,
2011). Their classifications follows characteristic combinations
of biosynthetic building blocks, acetate (C2) or isoprene (C5)
units. All organisms, which are capable of synthetizing the aro-
matic amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine and possess the
enzyme phenylalanine ammonium lyase (PAL), can synthetize

cinnamic acid derivatives, the main precursors for aromatic sec-
ondary metabolites in photosynthetic Bacteria, Algae and Plants.
In heterotrophic organisms, aromatic structures are formed via
the polyketide pathway. Combinatorial synthesis that utilizes pre-
cursors from various of the mentioned pathways together with
variable modification of the base skeletons, which is caused
by the low substrate specificity of the involved enzymes, yields
the huge structural diversity (Gräfe, 1992; Seigler, 1998; Romeo
et al., 2000; Hadacek, 2002; Weng and Noel, 2012). Figure 4
presents an overview of structures that are mentioned in the
ongoing text.

To start with, the flavonoid catechin (4.1) and stilbene resver-
atrol (4.2) represent characteristic phenolic cinnamic acid deriva-
tives from plants that can arise from the shikimic acid pathway
(Seigler, 1998; Hadacek, 2002). Both are renowned antioxidant
constituents of wine grapes (Burns et al., 2000). Small molecules
are volatile and characteristic fragrance components of spices,
such as anethole (4.3) in fennel (Shahat et al., 2011). Bacteria
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FIGURE 4 | Secondary LMWMs. Exemplary structures from
microorganisms, plants, and animals; the numbering reflects their
appearance in the text, the arrangement follows common biosynthetic

pathways; (A) electron acceptors, (D) electron donors in charge-transfer
complexes; electric extension cord symbols indicate π-electron systems with
potential to develop weak localized electromagnetic fields.

are also able to produce such volatile metabolites; p-cresol (4.4)
is responsible for the feces odor and a metabolite of colonic
bacteria (Smith and Macfarlane, 1996). Another group of antiox-
idant phenols are coumarins, e.g., esculetin (4.5) (Hiramoto
et al., 1996). Recent studies have pointed out that esculetin
and its methoxylated derivative scopoletin can contribute pro-
foundly to iron uptake capabilities of Arabidopsis (Schmid et al.,
2014). This points to complex coordination chemistry that com-
bines organic with inorganic chemistry, and which will be
discussed later in more detail (Section LMWM Coordination
Chemistry). The anthraquinone aloe emodin (4.6) is a polyketide

albeit structurally similar to the shikimic acid-pathway derived
LMWMs. It possesses both laxative properties and redox chem-
ical activity (Tian and Hua, 2005). Hypericin (4.7) is a dimeric
anthraquinone that attracted attention because of its phototoxic
effects on grazing animals and, out of context with the former
activity, potential usage as antidepressant for humans (Barnes
et al., 2001). The tyrosine derivative mescaline (4.8), a metabo-
lite from the peyote cactus, Lophophora williamsii, was used
as traditional medicine and hallucinogenic sacrament by North
American Indians; recently, a universal redox chemical reaction
mechanisms for its effect on the central nervous system has been
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proposed (Kovacic and Somanathan, 2009). A structurally simi-
lar compound, aaptamine (4.9) has also been isolated from the
sea sponge Aaptos aaptos (Nakamura et al., 1982). Morphine
(4.10) is a prominent opioid analgesic drug from the latex of
unripe seedpods of the poppy Papaver somniferum. The same
compound, however, yielded also positive results in antioxidant
assays (Gülçın et al., 2004). Colchicine (4.11) is a tropolone
alkaloid that is formed from both phenylalanine and tyrosin;
it is known to cause lethal poisoning in humans who mistake
meadow saffron leaves for wild garlic, but it also proved to be
an efficient antioxidant (Modriansky et al., 2002). The glucosi-
nolate sinigrin (4.12) is a highly water-soluble metabolite that
can be converted into thiohydroximate-O-sulfate intermediates.
Depending on pH, ferrous iron and the presence of myrosinase
interacting enzymes, glucosinolates can be converted enzymat-
ically and non-enzymatically into a variety of volatile degrada-
tion products, including isothiocyanates and nitriles amongst
others, all of which are characteristic for vegetables of the mus-
tard family (Brassicaceae) (Grubb and Abel, 2006). Both the
precursor glucosinolates and their volatile degradation prod-
ucts possess antioxidant activity (Cabello-Hurtado et al., 2012).
Amphidinolide N (4.13) is a polyketide that is produced by
the flat worm symbiotic dinoflagellate Amphidinium (Ishibashi
et al., 1994). The structure shows no aromatic rings and thus
resembles more a terpenoid. This compound class provides pre-
dominantly aliphatic structures. Terpenoids can, however, still
combine with units from other biosynthetic pathways, e.g., the
shikimic acid pathway as in veratridine (4.14). This LMWM
belongs to a series of highly neurotoxic terpene alkaloids that
are synthtized by the Liliaceae s.l. Veratridine and similar com-
pounds efficiently inactivate the regulation of the Na+ channels
(Greenhill and Grayshan, 1992). Terpenoids are classified on
basis of C5 isoprene unit numbers: Monoterpenes are formed
by two, sesquiterpenes by three, diterpenes by four, triterpenes
by six and tetraterpenes by eight isoprene units (Seigler, 1998).
The latter predominantly comprise chloroplastic pigments with
vitamin character (Figure 3). Cucurbitacin E (4.15) and gly-
cyrrhicic acid (4.16) represent two examples with contrasting
structures, taste, the former bitter and the latter sweet (Seigler,
1998). One of the most prominent of all diterpene derivatives is
taxol, which has gained a reputation in breast cancer chemother-
apy; its diterpene precursor, baccatin III (4.17), occurs in the
stem bark of the American yew tree Taxus brevifolia (Wall and
Wani, 1995). Bacteria also can synthetize diterpene derivatives;
the recently discovered antibiotic platenmycin (4.18) represents
a notable example (Wang et al., 2006). Drimane sesquiterpenes,
such as polygodial (4.19), show a restricted occurrence in a
few rather unrelated lower and higher plants. Some fungi, how-
ever, are also able to synthetize drimane sesquiterpenes (Jansen
and de Groot, 2004). If fungal metabolites accumulate in our
foods stuffs, especially in the cereal crops maize and wheat, they
are designated as mycotoxins. Among the most prominent and
deleterious of them we find trichothecene sesquiterpenes. An
often mentioned compound is deoxynivaleol (DON, 4.20), which
affects the functioning of ribosomes (ribotoxic stress response)
and can cause oxidative stress (Wu et al., 2014). Monoterpenes,
in addition to phenylpropenes, represent the major plant odor

components; derivatives such as myrcene (4.21) occur in espe-
cially large amounts in conifer resin. Bark beetles attacking these
trees, in some years with devastating consequences, can uti-
lize monoterpenes that are thought to constitute some kind of
chemical defense against them as precursors for pheromones,
such as ipsdienol (4.22). These volatile compounds help bark
beetles to coordinate their behavior; some species have been
found to be capable of synthetize these monoterpenes even by
themselves (Seybold et al., 2006). Monoterpens, as all other ter-
penoid types, can be produced by many different organisms; for
example, marine red algae synthetize heavily halogenated deriva-
tives (4.23) (Fusetani, 2012). Iridoids, such as aucubin (4.24),
are irregular monoterpenes and thus not easily recognizable
as terpenoids. They occur in the plant families Plantaginaceae,
Scrophulariaceae, and Gentianaceae, where they contribute to
rapid browning during the drying process and bitter taste; they
are, however, also produced by insects, e.g. iridodial (4.25) by
the ant Iridomyrmex (Seigler, 1998). Finally, fatty acids also can
act as precursors for secondary metabolites. Polyactylenes have
similar chain-like structures with a high proportion of unsatu-
rated double and often also triple bonds albeit without nitrogen.
Falcarindiol (4.26) and related structures have been identified as
neurotoxins and antifungals (Christensen and Brandt, 2006).The
fatty acid amide capsaicin (4.27) is the pungent principle of red
chili, but was also shown to be an antioxidant (Srinivasan, 2014).
Volatiles fatty acid derivatives play an important role as intraspe-
cific insect pheromones by facilitating the location of females by
males. The first one elucidated was bombykol (4.28) that is pro-
duced by the domesticated silk moth Bombyx mori. Males possess
two receptors in adjacent pheromone-sensitive neurons in their
antennae, one for bombykol and another, interestingly, for its
oxidized form, bombykal (Nakagawa et al., 2005).

The presented secondary LMWM examples illustrate the dif-
ficulty of assigning specific structures to specific organisms
and specific biological activities to specific structures. One of
the more important factors that determines LMWM benefi-
cial and toxic effects is their concentration. Often the same
compound can exert beneficial effects in low concentration
and toxic in higher, a phenomenon that is known as horme-
sis (Calabrese, 2005). Generally, organic compounds are not
well soluble in aqueous solutions. However, the cytosol is not
an aqueous solution but has a mysterious gel-like structure
(Pollack, 2001). Its mystery is caused also by its in accessibil-
ity to standard analytical methods due to the colloidal matrix
structure that is formed by LMWMs and proteins. For cer-
tain, strong electron acceptor and donor properties contribute
to biological activity, but not all strong electron acceptors
are necessarily pro-oxidant toxins and not all strong electron
donators antioxidants or hormones. Aromaticity is often con-
nected with biological activity, but not exclusively so. Basically,
in terms of functional groups, aromaticity, electron donor
and acceptor capabilities, a comparison of hormones, most
vitamins and secondary LMWM does not reveal any fun-
damental differences. Solubility and the potential of forming
charge-transfer complexes with protein functional groups may
constitute essential factors that affect their biological activity, but
not exclusively so.
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LMWM STRUCTURE–ACTIVITY CONSIDERATIONS
Comparing the structures of different LMWMs in Figures 1–4, it
becomes apparent that only the different types of primary, basic,
or central metabolites, such as amino acids, organic acids, sug-
ars and fatty acids, are characterized by specific combinations
of unsaturated bonds and heteroatoms. Others, hormones, vita-
mins, and secondary LMWMs lack this characteristic. In evolv-
ing as components of the general metabolic pathways, central
LMWM structures most probably oblige to the specific chem-
istry that is required of them to contribute accordingly to the
metabolic pathways of which they have evolved to be a part of
(Bar-Even et al., 2012). Starting from partially enzymatic or non-
enzymatic reaction cascades, gene and operon duplication events
and gene elongation contributed fundamentally to the evolution
of a set of specific enzymes that controls the chemistry of the
extant metabolic pathways (Fani and Fondi, 2009).

Other LMWM groups, hormones, vitamins, and coenzymes
and secondary LMWMs, however, do not share comparable
structural characteristics, similarly as their distribution is not
as widespread as that of central metabolites. Their currently
attributed functions are also not as clear-cut. For example, several
nitrogen-containing secondary LMWM can interact with major
neuroreceptors, such as cholinergic, adrenergic, serotonergic and
GABAergic neuroreceptors (GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid), and
Na+, K+, Cl−, and Ca+-channels. This explains why the intake of
larger dosages inevitably causes substantial physiological and psy-
chological disturbances (Wink and van Wyk, 2008). In the past,
conversely, certain nitrogen-containing LMWMs were regarded
just to serve as simple nitrogen storage intermediaries (Rosenthal,
1982). The currently must broadly accepted concept posits that
the major cellular targets of LMWMs are proteins, specifically
the three-dimensional structure of proteins, including receptors,
enzymes, ion channels, transporters, hormones, transcription
factors, regulatory and cytoskeletal proteins. Membrane fluidity
and permeability represents a further target area and, last but
not least, LMWMs can react directly with both DNA and RNA
(Wink and Schimmer, 2010). Non-covalent complex formation,
especially that of the charge-transfer type, may contribute as an
important mosaic stone to the required specificity of LMWMs
(Szent-Györgyi, 1960, 1968; Doukas, 1975). But to obtain more
detailed insights into LMWM chemistry, we have to consider
oxygen and coordination chemistry, both of which form the
boundary between organic and inorganic chemistry.

LMWM COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY OF LIFE
Predominantly, LMWM chemistry is viewed as organic chemistry.
In this section, the focus, however, is set on selected inorganic
elements, whose changing availability and adopted utilization has
shaped the evolution of living organisms besides organic chem-
istry. Life started with anaerobic prokaryotes, in which the earliest
organic chemistry formed DNA itself in a reductive milieu that
required hydrogen input from water. As a result, about 3 bil-
lion years (bya) ago, the environment changed to more oxidized
conditions. These processes are thought to have facilitated the
development of protection mechanisms against oxygen and, sub-
sequently, the development of aerobic prokaryotes. The second

most important chemical change in evolution was the appear-
ance of eukaryotic cells, which is assumed to be facilitated by
a sequence of events that led to a systematic development of
the combined inorganic/organic chemistry in attempts to sep-
arate the unavoidable oxidative from the reductive chemistry.
Among novel structures we find membranes, the capture of
bacteria as organelles (chloroplasts and mitochondria) and the
calcium messenger system. During the period of two to one
bya less changes occurred. Shortly after one bya, oxygen con-
centration began rising again leading to unavoidable changes in
the environmental chemistry. In parallel, the cellular oxidative
chemistry evolved to produce multicellular eukaryotes, the third
very important chemical change. Protecting the cellular reductive
chemistry from the increasingly diverse oxidative chemistry out-
side of the cell increased the demand for developing additional
compartments, the realization of which was only possible in mul-
ticellular eukaryotes. Oxidative extracellular and vesicle chemistry
led to crosslinking of connective structures by restricting their
movement and creating organs of differentiated cells. Especially
copper enzymes helped connective tissues to grow and in the
synthesis of many LMWM messengers that facilitated communi-
cation between cells and organs. Concomitantly, hydrolytic zinc
proteins managed cleavage of these tissues. The same element
proved essential in the development of zinc finger transcription
factors that help relating hormone information to gene expres-
sion. Connective tissues and messengers for the control of the
whole organism with outer skin layers enabled the evolution
of huge plants and animals. The latter developed fast Na+/K+
exchange currents in nerves, which resulted in the evolution of
brains. Both the nerves and the brain utilize the potential of
Na+/K+ gradients that have been developed by the earliest cells by
excluding Na+. Brain development enabled man finally to under-
stand the chemistry and physics behind it. Between 600 and 400
million years ago (mya), oxygen levels ceased to rise and environ-
mental changes decreased, which implies that no cellular chemical
changes occurred from this time point onward and only muta-
tions could change DNA to produce species variants. This topic
is covered in much detail by two excellent books (Williams and
Fraústo da Silva, 2006; Williams and Rickaby, 2012).

OXYGEN AND OTHER REACTIVE SPECIES
Today’s oxygen-rich atmosphere makes oxidative stress unavoid-
able. Aerobic metabolism and the exposure to various forms of
abiotic and biotic stress creates the so-called “Oxygen Paradox.”
On the one hand, aerobic life’s energy supply depends on the
reduction of molecular oxygen, on the other hand, oxygen is
toxic to life in higher concentrations (Davies, 2000). In tissues,
therefore, oxygen concentration usually rises only to one fifth
of that which is found in ambient air. One factor that makes
oxygen dangerous is its incomplete reduction by accidental one-
electron transfers, which do not yield water but various reactive
oxygen species (ROS). These include superoxide anion radical
(O•−

2 ), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radical (•OH)
(Figure 5) (Demidchik, 2015). Another reactive oxygen species is
singlet oxygen (1O2), a dangerous byproduct of photosynthesis in
plants. Insufficient energy dissipation results in the formation of
an excited triplet state chlorophyll that can transfer its energy on
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FIGURE 5 | Redox and coordination chemistry of LMWMs. Reactive species chemistry is marked in red and coordination chemistry in blue (exception bar
graph); subtitles explain the details; chl, chlorophyll; n, variable oxidation states.

ground-state oxygen (3O2) (Triantaphylidès and Havaux, 2009).
In attempts of keeping the threat of the high ROS reactivity
at minimum, various LMWM antioxidants and enzymes have
evolved (Fridovich, 1998; Apel and Hirt, 2004; Halliwell and
Gutteridge, 2007).

Besides reactive oxygen species, we also know reactive nitro-
gen species (RNS), for example nitric oxide (•NO), and sulfur
reactive species, for example thiols, disulfides, sulfenic acid
derivatives, thio-sulfinates and -sulfonates, and thiyl radicals,
the latter presently being less in the research focus compared to
RNS (Giles and Jacob, 2002; Gruhlke and Slusarenko, 2012; Groß
et al., 2013). The radical •NO can arise by the following routes:
(I) by compartment-specific reactions; (II) in chloroplasts and
plant mitochondria from nitrite (NO2) reduction by electron
transport chain deficient processes (accidental one-electron
transfers); (III) in plant peroxisomes from nitrite reduction by
xanthine oxidoreductase; (IV) in the plant cytoplasm by nitrite
reduction; (V) in the plant apoplast spontaneously at low pH
by membrane-bound nitrite and nitrate reductases; and (VI) in
mammalian cells nitric oxide synthase (NOS, Figure 5) oxidizes
the amino acid arginine. The latter enzyme has not yet been
identified in plants although being suspected to be involved

in most of its formation processes. Nitric oxide can be highly
toxic because it can more or less react with ROS, for example
with peroxynitrite (Figure 5) and also every pro-and antioxidant
LMWM (Groß et al., 2013). Furthermore, proteome wide-scale
analyses revealed that nitric oxide can nitrosylate sulfur groups
besides of cysteine in proteins, which has a fundamental effect on
their functions (Astier et al., 2012).

Complex formation, short half-lives and high reactivity char-
acterize the various reactive species of oxygen, nitrogen and sul-
fur. This supports increasingly the notion that reactive oxygen and
nitrogen species signaling, antioxidants and thioredoxin medi-
ated redox regulation just represent parts of the more or less same
broad concept. The integration of different redox inputs could
represent a system that regulates proteolysis, gene expression and
functioning of specific metabolic pathways in a more graded
fashion and functions independently of a binary “yes or no”
response (De Tullio, 2010). Figure 5 presents a summary of the
various oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur reactive species, and chemi-
cal reactions involved in their formation. The various radicals can
readily react with each other, as well as with LMWMs, proteins
and membranes in the cell (Giles and Jacob, 2002; Halliwell,
2006; Møller et al., 2007; Groß et al., 2013). The ability of some
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LMWMs to reduce molecular oxygen by one-electron transfers is
regarded as the major mechanism contributing to their cytotoxi-
city (Kappus and Sies, 1981). This pro-oxidant mode of action is
utilized by nearly all efficient anti-cancer drugs (Watson, 2013).

BIOINORGANIC OR COORDINATION CHEMISTRY OF LMWM
LMWM contain more or less the same elements as proteins.
They can be divided in non-metals and metals. The latter dif-
fer from the former in their ability of conducting electricity in
the condensed state. Among non-metals we typically find C, N,
O, S, P, Cl, as well as H, but also B and Se. The fact that met-
als of the first two periods possess less than three electrons in
their outer scale contributes significantly to their ability to form
cations (Mn+). This is especially easy for metals of the groups 1,
2, 3, 12, and 13, among which we find Na, Mg, Al, K, and Ca.
Transition metals from the groups 4–11, however, are less prone
to behave like this. Fe, the most common transition metal in the
Earth’s crust, Mn, Cu, Zn, V, and in sea water additionally Co, Ni,
and Mo, are among the most abundant and/or available (Fraústo
da Silva and Williams, 2001; Williams and Fraústo da Silva,
2006; Crichton, 2008; Ochiai, 2008; Marschner, 2012). Table 1
presents a compact summary of known biochemical functions
of the various elements. Metals can serve as essential catalysts,
either in acid/base and/or in electron transfer reactions. Those
metals that lack good cation formation properties depend on
forming coordination complexes with either organic or inorganic

ligands (Figure 5). The metal central atom is a Lewis acid and
the organic or inorganic ligand a Lewis base. In terms of bond
strength, the coordination bond resembles a covalent bond but
stability decreases with low pH. Coordination complexes can be
of tetrahedral, trigonal, linear, trigonal bipyramid, or octahedral
geometry, which means that one central atom can coordinate
various ligands. Depending on the nature of the ligand and the
stereochemistry of the central atom the standard redox poten-
tials of CuII/Cu, FeIII/FeII, MnIII/MnII, CoIII/CoII can be altered
by more than 1.0 V (Crichton, 2008).

Generally we know LMWMs as simple, uncoordinated com-
pounds because in attempts to isolate them from their sources
the complexes are usually destroyed. Nearly all LMWMs with
oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur can act as Lewis bases and thus par-
ticipate as ligands in coordination chemistry. Depending on their
actual state as uncoordinated molecule or ligand in a coordi-
nation complex, LMWMs can act as catalysts. Figure 5 presents
an example: Hydroxyl radicals are among the most aggressive
reactive oxygen species with the exclusive ability to trigger chain
oxidations on nearly every biomolecule (Voeikov, 2001; Halliwell
and Gutteridge, 2007; Demidchik, 2015). The deoxyribose degra-
dation assay allows assessment of their iron-catalyzed forma-
tion rate from hydrogen peroxide by quantification of deoxyri-
bose oxidation products as thiobarbituric acid-reactive species.
The naphthoquinone juglone, an allegedly allelopathic secondary
LMWM of the walnut tree, can form coordination complexes

Table 1 | Main biochemical functions of elements (Fraústo da Silva and Williams, 2001; Crichton, 2008; Marschner, 2012; Williams and Rickaby,

2012).

General Elements Chemical form Uptake Specific functions (examples)

NON-METALS

Major cell constituents,
LMWMs and proteins

C, H, O, N, S
(Se)

Lipo- and hydrophylic
molecules

CO2, HCO3−, H2O, O2,
NO3−, SO42−, SO2 (SeO42−)

Essential elements involved in
enzymatic reactions, low- and
high-molecular-weight metabolites,
polymers

P Phosphate esters Phosphates Energy transfer
Amorphous hard structures B Esters with polyhydroxy

compounds
Boric acid Cell wall component, essential for

plants but not animals
Si Coordination complex Silicic acid Major element in plants, minor in

animals (shells of lower animals)
Non-specific Cl Anion Cl− Ionic messenger, ion balance
METALS

Structural Ca, Mg Sparingly soluble
inorganic compounds

As ions Skeleton, shells, teeth,
membranes, muscles

Electrochemistry K, Na (Ca, Mg) Free cations As ions Nerves, metabolic energy
Electrolytic equilibria and currents

Acid-base catalysis Zn (Ni, Mn) Coordination complex Predominantly as
coordination complex

Food digestion (Zn), Urea hydrolysis
(Ni) Water splitting (Mn)

Redox catalysis Fe, Cu, Mn,
Mo, (Co, Ni, V)

Coordination complex Predominantly as
coordination complex

Oxygen reaction (Fe, Cu, Mn),
Oxygen production (Mn), Oxidation
outside cytoplasm (Cu), Nitrogen
fixation (Mo), Nucleotide reduction
(Co)

Signaling to DNA Ca, Cu, Fe,
Mg, Zn

Coordination complex Ca as ion; all others as
coordination complexes

Binding to transcription factors (Zn)

Various specific functions Mg Coordination complex Ion, Chlorophyll, phosphate metabolism
Fe, Cu Oxygen transport Coordination complex Proteins
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with Fe ions only if iron is not complexed by EDTA. If iron is
added as EDTA complex to the reaction mixture, juglone remains
a free molecule. Figure 5 illustrates the dramatic difference
between the two scenarios in terms of hydroxyl radical formation
(Fenton chemistry) catalysis (Chobot and Hadacek, 2009). The
only difference is the presence and absence of EDTA, ascorbic acid
is present in identical amounts in all tested concentrations of the
two setups. The results from this experiment provide us with a
faint idea of the difficile effects ligand identity can exert on metal
catalysts. Even in haem iron (Figure 5), still two coordination sites
remain free to catalytic activity-modifying ligands.

ROS CHEMISTRY IN WATER
One puzzling fact is that half-lives of ROS are assumed to be
extremely short in the cytosol, for 1O2 1 μs, O•−

2 1 μs, H2O2

1 ms, and •OH 1 ns (Møller et al., 2007). The notion about the
potential role of ROS has changed in the last decades. What was
originally considered a toxic byproduct is now seen as essential
component of cellular information signaling, especially in case
of H2O2. In this context, the mechanism how ROS may be effi-
ciently involved in long distance signaling is still under debate.
A recent study summarized the problems: whilst H2O2 signaling
based on pure diffusion without relaying stations is theoreti-
cally possible, the experimentally observed cellular background
H2O2 concentrations are too high and enzymatic degradation too
slow (Vestergaard et al., 2012). If catalytic formation, enzymatic
or non-enzymatic, does not correspond to the observed H2O2

concentrations, the question about their source still remains
unanswered.

Research on water has a turbulent history (Pollack, 2013).
Actually, the idea that water gets more structured near the freez-
ing point is not a new one (Szent-Györgyi, 1957), and several
authors have suggested that this happens to water in the vicinity
of hydrophilic and charged surfaces (Ling, 2001; Pollack, 2013).
This proposed concept is not generally accepted (Ball, 2008), but
the simple experiment that fluorescent dyes change the qual-
ity of their emitted light in liquid and freezing water provides
us with some food for thought (Szent-Györgyi, 1957). It also
creates a novel scenario for ROS (Figure 5). Vladimir Voeikov
proposes that the formation of reactive oxygen species is more
likely to occur in a structured water environment; experimen-
tal evidence is provided by ultraweak photon emission studies
(Hercules, 1969; Voeikov, 2001, 2006). The possible proposed
reactions include the hydrolytic cleavage of a water molecule in
hydroxyl and hydrogen radical and the oxidation (burning) of
water by molecular oxygen that is entering the aqueous solution
by diffusion (Figure 5). Furthermore, these reactions are assumed
to occur perpetually in an oscillatory mode. One tempting aspect
of this proposed concept is that LMWMs can affect the speed of
these reactions and thus not only change the intensity but also the
frequency of the oscillation (Voeikov, 2001, 2006).

SYSTEM CHEMISTRY AND BIOELECTRICITY
SYSTEMS BIOLOGY OR SYSTEMS CHEMISTRY
During the last decade the term systems biology became more
and more prominent. The goals of this emerging field are
best described by Denis Noble, one of its pioneers: “Systems

biology . . . is about putting together rather than taking apart, inte-
gration rather than reduction. It requires that we develop ways of
thinking about integration that are as rigorous as our reductionist
programs, but different . . . It means changing our philosophy, in
the full sense of the term” (Noble, 2006). Undoubtedly, our view
on LMWMs would also benefit from such an approach. In Section
LMWM Coordination Chemistry we have provided an overview
in terms of which chemistry LMWMs can cause. It can happen
already on the pre-receptor level; steroid hormones represent an
example (Mindnich et al., 2004). Most likely, LMWMs represent
an important system component besides proteins and DNA.

In recent years, another new field, systems chemistry has taken
shape (Kindermann et al., 2005). It is aimed at understand-
ing the chemical origins of biological organization (Ruiz-Mirazo
et al., 2014). As a consequence, Addy Pross suggested to incor-
porate Darwinian biological theory as replicative chemistry into
a more general chemical theory of matter (Pross, 2012). Any
chemical system, however, that is part of a biological system
requires coordination mechanisms, some kind of cooperative-
ness. How this cooperativeness can work is perfectly outlined in
Albert Szent-Györgyi’s book “Bioenergetics”: Chemical structures
are comprised of letters and dashes, and biochemistry, follow-
ing chemistry, has excelled similarly in describing structures and
reactions by letter-dash-letter symbols (Figures 1–5). Quantum
physics turned atoms into probability densities of electrons that
build molecules of fantastic and changing shape. Accordingly,
biological phenomena represent subtle changes in the shape that
take place in dimensions still unknown to classical chemistry.
One problem for quantum physics is that models with more than
two electrons create unsurmountable mathematical difficulties.
Classical biochemistry assumes that no interaction can take place
between two molecules without touching one another but— as
Szent-Györgyi points out—manifold interactions can take place
through energy bands and the electromagnetic fields, which occur
in water and its structure as the matrix of biological reactions
(Szent-Györgyi, 1957).

BIOELECTRICITY
At the end of the 18th century electrical phenomena in plants
became known a couple of years earlier than in animals, but stud-
ies in the former have been eclipsed by those of neurons until
recently (Niklas and Spatz, 2012). Electroneutrality requires equal
numbers of anions and cations, and even if they differ slightly, an
electric potential difference �� develops. In cells with an approx-
imate radius of 30 μm, �� of membranes lies in the 100 mV
range. Cell membranes are semipermeable. In aqueous solutions,
all electrically charged molecules exist in form of hydrated ions,
and because of the differences in charge and size, their hydration
spheres, exclusion zones, they differ in volume. Semipermeable
membranes are assumed to use dialysis to restrict the permeabil-
ity according to the hydrated ion size. A permeation equilibrium
constitutes as a result of the osmotic pressure and the electric field
potential (Figure 6A). Ions that fail permeating a membrane start
accumulating on one side of the membrane and accordingly build
up an electric charge (Diamond and Wright, 1969; Hille, 2001;
Niklas and Spatz, 2012). The resting �� between the interior and
exterior of a biological cell is −40 to −80 mV. If �� is shifted
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FIGURE 6 | Bioelectric system components in living organisms. (A)

Semipermeable membranes develop a resting potential by selectively
allowing diffusion of K+ and Cl− until the Coulomb force halts further
transfer; (B) particles with hydrophilic surfaces stimulate the development
of an exclusion zone with negatively charged more ice-like structured
water; (C) peptides can self-assemble into peptide nanotubes with
semiconductor properties (Hauser and Zhang, 2010, with permission); (D)

protein complexes in photosystem I and II and other protein complexes
in the chloroplast can act as light-sensitive and non-light-sensitive diodes

during photosynthesis; (E) (1) neurons represent the best explored
biotransistors, (2) signaling in the myelin sheath depends on
depolarization by Na+ influx; (3) the Na+ channels are regulated by a
system combining a membrane capacitor and a channel transistor
(Farquhar and Hasler, 2005, with permission); (F) biopolymer piezoelectric
field electron transistor: voltage in biopolymers, such as membranes, cell
walls and their associated mucous matrices, can be affected by LMWM
chemical activity (for example, increased metal-catalyzed free radical
production) in concert with hydrostatic pressure.
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more into the positive (influx of Na+ or Ca+), we speak of depo-
larization, if �� is shifted to a more negative value (efflux of K+
and/or influx of Cl−) of hyperpolarization (Hille, 2001; Carlson,
2014). This potential, again, blocks other similarly charged ions
and creates an electrostatic resistance to ion and electron trans-
fer. Thus, although there exist no specific high resistance insulator
materials in organisms, substantial electric resistance can form.
Consequently, electric charges can arise in many biological com-
partments. If this happens in a serial cascade, the formed charges
may reach a quite substantial amplitude, the most spectacular
example being the electric organs of fishes, e.g., those of the elec-
tric eel, Electrophorus electricus, with a �� of up to 600 V (Gotter
et al., 1998).

Gerald Pollack proposed that water that is close to hydrophilic
structures, resembles more the honeycomb structure of ice with
a ratio of hydrogen:water of 2:1 (Figure 6B). Water in this exclu-
sion zone has a negative charge (−1). The adjacent bulk water
reacts by forming hydronium ions (H3O+) and thus has a pos-
itive charge. Charged entities, such as membranes, proteins, and
DNA interact and interface with water. The forming �� is the-
oretically available to drive various cellular processes and would
also offer an explanation for the negative potential of the cytosol
(Pollack, 2013).

PIEZOELECTRICITY
Endothermic reactions depend on energy availability. In this con-
text, we should specifically consider biological piezoelectricity.
The piezoelectric effect is described as the accumulation of an
electrical charge by application of mechanical stress to a crys-
tal (Martin, 1972), but it is known also to occur in certain solid
materials of biological origin. Thus, piezoelectricity can cause
changes of the membrane potential, the electrostatic fields of the
tissue as well as its form (inverse piezoelectric effect). This can
happen also in solid biological structures that maintain their spe-
cific inner organization and physicochemistry in living tissues.
These structures comprise cell walls made of muramic acid, chitin
and cellulose, colloidal mucins, phospholipid bilayers in bio-
membranes, fascia made of collagen, hyaline cartilage and bones
(Fukada, 1984; Kim et al., 2010; Cheng and Qian, 2012). Mucus
material and plant and bacterial mucilage can form colloid-like
matrices on the surface of intra- and extracellular solid structures,
thereby acting as interface to various cell- and tissue-specific
liquids, such as cytoplasm, lymph and blood. Likewise, depend-
ing on water availability, organs are covered by mucus layers
of variable depth, which can lubricate the surface, maintain the
functional hydration state, and protect against invading microbes
(Leppard, 1995; Boyton, 2002; Evert et al., 2009).

METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS (MOFs)
The generally accepted notion is that proteins with their sur-
faces determine the milieu for the majority of chemical reactions.
This somehow obscures the fact that LMWMs can form com-
plex ions with a wide range of metals (see Section Bioinorganic or
Coordination Chemistry of LMWM), which enables them more
or less to act as comparable catalysts to enzymes in terms of
potential chemical reactions catalysis though but less on terms of
efficiency. A general idea how this can work is illustrated by one

of the most-exciting, high profile developments in nanotechnol-
ogy. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous coordination
polymers of mucus-like nature that contain metal-containing
nodes and organic linker molecules. They are developed currently
to serve as drug carriers in form of nanoencapsulators (McKinlay
et al., 2010). Owing to their structural regularity and synthetic
tunability, considerable hopes are directed at MOFs as platform
to hierarchically organize synthetic light-harvesting antennae and
catalytic centers to achieve solar energy conversion similarly as
in photosynthesis (Zhang and Lin, 2014). Conversely, chloro-
plastic chlorophyll stacks somehow may be viewed as BioMOFs.
LMWM can structure such BioMOFs as organic linker molecules
and specifically affect chemical cell processes by regulating sub-
strate availability and catalysis, comparably to and in concert with
proteins. Both proteins and BioMOFs cannot avoid being affected
by piezoelectric effects.

BIOELECTRIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Some cell structures show striking similarities to basic electronic
components (Figure 6). Some examples are presented in the
ongoing text.

Biocapacitors
A capacitor (originally known as a condenser) is a passive two-
terminal electrical component used to store energy electrostati-
cally in an electric field (Dorf and Svoboda, 2001). Traditional
paper capacitors consist of cellulose layers positioned around
a dielectricum in order to store a defined amount of electric
charge to facilitate smooth power supply conditioning. A similar
structure is found in the intermembraneous space of phospho-
lipid bilayer membranes that surround cell nuclei, chloroplasts,
mitochondria and between the cellulose fiber layers of plant cell
walls (Figure 6A). Biomembranes show the unique feature of dis-
playing phase transitions (melting) in a physiologically relevant
regime (Heimburg, 2012).

Biosemiconductors
A semiconductor is a material which possesses electrical con-
ductivity between that of a conductor, for example any metal,
and that of an insulator, such as glass or silicon. The conduc-
tivity of a semiconductor is augmented by “doping.” Doping
consists of the addition of electron donators to the insulator. In
case of silicon, most commonly coordination complex formation
with transition metals of the groups III and V is used. In con-
trast to metals, the conductivity of semiconductors increases with
elevated temperature, and also with increased photon radiation
(photovoltaic effect). Mucous colloids with complexed metals
or hyaline cartilage can possess semiconductor properties (Sze,
1981). Recently, nanotechnology research revealed that peptides
can self-assemble into peptide nanotubes by a mechanism that is
not yet understood fully. These peptide nanotubes can be compo-
nents of metallic/semiconductor-organic frameworks (BioMOFs)
(Figure 6C) (Amdursky et al., 2010). Consequently, we may
assume that peptides can form biosemiconductors in vivo too.

Biodiodes and biotransistors
A diode is a serial combination of a doped (n) and an unchanged
(p) semiconductor. An applied potential may only result in a
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current flow if the cathode is placed at the doped part of the
diode. Diodes consisting of semiconductors are also sensitive to
light by increasing their conductivity, and may emit light when
high potentials are applied (light emitting diode, LED). The pho-
tosystems in photoautotrophic organisms can be seen as an array
of biodiodes (Figure 6D).

Transistors are serial combinations of three doped and/or
unchanged semiconductor elements (npn, pnp). The complete
combination is rendered electrically conductive by applying a
potential, placing the cathode at the doped element. The base cur-
rent is applied at the first (emitter) and the middle (base) part.
If this is high enough, conductivity between the first (emitter)
and the third part (collector) is established. Thus, in essence a
transistor represents an electronic switch depending on charge
thresholds.

In biosensor development, different types of biologically sen-
sitive field-effect transistors (BioFET) exist, in which whole cells
are used to detect changes in extracellular pH, ion concentra-
tion, CO2 production, redox potential and metabolic products
such as glucose and lactic acid. A special development repre-
sents the “beetle/chip” FET that is used to analyze pheromone
perception of insects in electroantennogram studies (Schöning
and Poghossian, 2002). The physical principles governing ion
flow in neurons resemble electron flow through a metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) (Figure 6E)
(Farquhar and Hasler, 2005).

Apart from neurons, bioelectrical transistor elements have
not been investigated intensively so far. The following scenario,
however, is feasible: Biopolymer compression (mechanical stress)
and/or oxidative (chemical stress) can increase electron avail-
ability by piezoelectricity. Mucoproteids with metall–LMWM
complexes, especially of iron and copper, can serve as electron
accepting “doping” agents. Transition metal-catalyzed electron
transfers to molecular oxygen can increase free radicals and
other reactive species (Section Oxygen and Other Reactive Species
and Bioinorganic or Coordination Chemistry of LMWM). The
cytosol is rich in various solutes. Oxidative stress increases
LMWM amounts as it triggers antioxidant defenses. As argued
by the structured water hypothesis (Ling, 2001; Voeikov, 2001,
2006; Pollack, 2013), structured water zones on hydrophilic and
charged surfaces can increase reaction rates of this chemistry
by providing more energy due to their battery-like nature and
affect the conductivity of a particular tissue region by mod-
ulation of the electromagnetic fields in the present biopoly-
mers, such as membrane lipids, cellulose, chitin or collagen and
their associated mucous matrices. LMWMs interact with con-
centrations of reactive species because of their redox chemical
properties and affect a multitude of reaction cascades that con-
tribute to the phenomenon of oxidative stress. Such an effect
on voltage-sensitive K+ channels is documented and accepted as
given in a recent critical review (Sahoo et al., 2014), irrespec-
tive of any contributions of structured water to this effect and
despite the experimental difficulties. Numerous studies document
LMWM effects on various membranous ion channels, amongst
others by phenols (Ishimaru et al., 2012), peptides (Maischak
et al., 2010), and terpenoid LMWMs (Marrè, 1979; Zimmermann
and Mithöfer, 2013). Electrical signals can trigger the same

downstream responses as chemical ones, only faster. This has
been impressively demonstrated for the wound-induced methyl
jasmonate-systemin signal cascade, in which an electrical long-
distance signal, probably a system potential (see for more details
Section Bioelectric Studies) leads to proteinase inhibitor accumu-
lation as systemic response in damaged tomato plants (Wildon
et al., 1992). A substantial component of this signal cascade
represent changes in xylem hydrostatic pressure (Farmer et al.,
2014). Consequently, the scenario of a “biopolymer piezoelectric
field electron transistor (BIOPFET)” as suggested by Figure 6F is
quite feasible despite of the fact that many details request further
exploration and clarification.

BIOELECTRIC STUDIES
Searching the literature for the term “bioelectricity” yields a lot of
papers about bioenergy but fewer on physiology. The most cited
one dealing with the bioelectricity is a more or less 10 year old
review that attempts to clarify several misconceptions that have
arisen in connection with physiological bioelectricity (McCaig
et al., 2005). The most promising application is the clinical poten-
tial of electric field treatment of damaged tissues of epithelia and
the nervous system. An important insight from animal studies
was that electrical fields exist intra- and extracellularly: (I) Voltage
gradients exist within the extracellular spaces underneath the frog
skin; (II) disruption of the natural electric fields in amphibians
disrupts development; (III) endogenous currents and voltage gra-
dients are present in chick embryos, disrupting them also disrupts
development; and (IV) a voltage gradient exists across the neu-
ral tube; neuroblasts, the precursor cells of neurons, differentiate
in this gradient. Another important insight concerned electrical
fields that are generated by healing epithelia, which control the
healing process: (I) Rat cornea wound healing is controlled by
an electrical field and, specifically—LMWM drugs were shown to
affect the cornea’s �� (Song et al., 2002); (II) epithelial cell pro-
liferation and the cell division axis are regulated by a physiological
electrical field; (III) and nerve growth is regulated by an electrical
field. Transcellular signals can regulate the spatial expression of
genes that control left/right organ symmetry (Levin et al., 2002).
Furthermore, supporting data emerged for the notion that intra-
cellular gradients of potential segregate charged proteins within
the cytoplasm, a kind of electrophoresis along cell membranes
(Jaffe, 1977).

A genetic study on the role of G protein-coupled receptor
signaling in originally as chemotactic identified aggregation of
the model slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum suggested that
chemo- and electrotaxis share a similar signaling mechanism
(Zhao et al., 2002). However, later studies confirmed this only for
the most downstream elements (McCaig et al., 2005). Given the
high parallels of electro- and chemotactical phenomena, the lack
of shared recognition mechanisms still remains enigmatic.

Whereas in animals only one genuine electrical signal is rec-
ognized, the action potential, in plants two more can be found,
the variation and system potential (Zimmermann and Mithöfer,
2013). The action potential results from a transient depolariza-
tion from the plasma membrane (Davies, 1987). Within plants,
they are especially evident in those with rapid (nyctinastic) leaf
movement, the best known being touch-me-not (Mimosa pudica)
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(Volkov et al., 2010) and the Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula)
(Volkov et al., 2008).

Variation potentials, sometimes also known as low-wave
potentials, represent transient depolarizations of the plasma
membrane with variable shape, amplitude and time frame with
downstream effects on gene expression (Davies, 1993). They can
be elicited by diverse mechanical and physical stimuli, such as
heat, wounding, pressure, but also by chemical factors.

Systems potentials, by contrast, reflect a systemic self-
propagating hyperpolarization of the plasma membrane or
depolarization of the voltage of the apoplastic colloidal matrix
(Zimmermann et al., 2009). The participation of proton pumps in
generating these potentials is suggested by triggering activity via
the terpenoid LMWM fusicoccin, a toxin of the phytopathogenic
fungus Fusicoccum amygdali (Marrè, 1979).

Apart from rapid leaf movement, electrical signals have been
shown to be involved in plant root-to-shoot communication,
fertilization, photosynthesis regulation, gene expression, long-
distance signaling in woody plants, and root growth coordination
(Fromm and Lautner, 2012). Moreover, experimental evidence
documents that action and variation potentials can affect light
and dark reactions of photosynthesis as well as respiration in
above- and belowground organs (Pavlovič, 2012). Sessile plants
never have developed the same degree of neuronal network com-
plexity as scavenging animals even though electricity also con-
stitutes an important component of their signaling that enables
them to survive in changing environments. Long-distance signal-
ing suggests the existence of biocircuits, in plants these might be
xylem and phloem vascular bundles, in animals connective tis-
sues (fascia), the latter showing functional conformity with the
meridians in Traditional Chinese Medicine (Keown, 2014).

OUTLOOK: LMWMs IN CHEMICAL SYSTEMS REGULATED BY
ELECTRICITY
Systems, biological and chemical, represent huge crossword puz-
zles waiting to be resolved and there probably exists only one
possible solution that facilitates understanding, a simple unify-
ing concept. Today, discipline fragmentation contributes a lot to
impeding us finding it (Ling, 2001; Firn, 2010). Such a possible
unifying concept could look like the following one:

The Russian cell physiologist Dimitrii Nasonov described the
fundamental phenomenon of the universal cell response, UCR,
a biphasic response, resting or activated, to external stimuli
(stress). The two states differ in terms of protein structure folding
(Nasonov, 1962; Ling, 2001; Matveev, 2010). The resting state is a
coherent meta-stable low entropy state with water and K+ bound
to proteins and the active state a higher-entropy state because
water and K+ are free (Jaeken and Matveev, 2012). The thought-
ful reader will now argue that the described cytosolic scenarios
contradict the generally favored membrane pump hypothesis
(Figure 6A). This is true. But in an attempt to provide a syn-
thesis for all the focused chemical detail mechanisms in terms
of a chemical system, we have to adopt a view that considers
the phenomenon of cooperativeness as a major component of
this chemical system. In biological terminology, cooperativeness
could be called symbiosis. Consequently, a focus on membrane
potentials is perhaps too reductionist.

The second important phenomenon that is inherent to life
is replicative chemistry because it facilitates the required orga-
nization for the concomitantly running chemical reactions. If
an organism loses that, it’s unorganized decomposition starts
and the chemistry that accompanies the development of diseases
resembles that of organic matter decomposition which exactly
follows the second law of thermodynamics by increasing the
entropy of the involved systems. In his booklet “What is Life,”
Erwin Schrödinger stated that life feeds on negative entropy
(Schrödinger, 1944), or better Gibbs free energy. Coupling energy
input from sunlight and exothermic reactions with endergonic
reactions that are not entropically favored defines metabolism in
living cells.

The requirements for life chemistry have never been sum-
marized more aptly as by the organic chemist Addy Pross:
“a self-sustaining kinetically stable dynamic reaction network
derived from replication reaction” (Pross, 2012). In his tanta-
lizing book, though, Addy Pross does not offer examples for
the chemical reaction network apart from template availability
facilitating nucleotide replication as example for autocatalysis.
In attempts to find an approach to deal with LMWM chemical
complexity, another author merits mentioning, Bruce B. Jarvis.
He regards LMWM as molecular communities that self-assemble
into structures that can support complexity when a series of
interconnected events occur (Jarvis and Miller, 1996). These com-
plexity events “are characterized by participation in complex
interlocked cycles involving feedback mechanisms controlled by
an elaborate chemical signaling system, a unicellular organism—
life.” Unicellular organisms develop into multicellular, the latter
organize themselves in communities, and these yield societies.

At this point we want to look at the signaling system in partic-
ular and question the statement that a chemical reaction system
can be controlled by chemicals. What do chemical reactions
require? Electrons and energy. Both is provided by electricity, fast,
and universal. Microorganisms can directly accept electrons from
electrodes to reduce carbon dioxide, nitrate, metals, organic acids,
protons and oxygen (Lovley, 2011). The bacterium Geobacter
sulfurreducens masters long-range electrons transport along its
pili, so-called microbial nanowires that have the same metal-
like conductivity as synthetic conducting polymers. Pili networks
facilitate biofilm conductivity with supercapacitor and transistor
properties (Lovley, 2012). Similarly, proteins and membranes of
cellular organelles also represent biotransistors (Figure 7A). Both
are biopolymers and are doped with oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur
functions that can act as electron donors or acceptors or facili-
tate metal complexation. In membranes, the lipid bilayer acts as
insulator but the glycerol esters, sphingolipid and ceramide func-
tions, for example, can contribute to semiconductor properties.
LMWMs can form various non-covalent bonds, charge-transfer
or coordination complexes, which contribute to the formation of
gel-like biopolymers. Similarly to proteins, these gel biopolymers
can contain coordination complexes with metals that can act as
catalysts of acid–base or electron transfers. Depending on the oxi-
dation/reduction state of contacting functional groups and the
electrical field of the biopolymer complex, electrons and energy
are either transferred from or to the protein. As a component of
a chemoelectrical signaling system (CSS) biotransistors can act
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FIGURE 7 | A chemoelectrical signaling system (CSS) allows conversion

of chemical into electrical information that again can act as feedback

loop on the chemical reactions. (A) “Short-range CSS”: LMWMs are
organized as metal complexes, non-covalent charge-transfer bonding can also
structure the complexes that contribute to the gel-like state of the cytosol;
these complexes can act as semiconductors together with membranes and
proteins; together they act as a biotransistor in the CS. (B) “Long-range CSS”:

The occurring chemical reactions cause emission of photons in low
concentrations that are still detectable by aromatic structures in remote
LMWMs and proteins as feedback mechanism. Covalent bonds are marked in
full lines, non-covalent bonds in dotted lines; (A) electron acceptors, (D)
electron donors in charge-transfer complexes; electric extension cord symbols
indicate π-electron systems with potential to develop weak localized
electromagnetic fields.

as a local short-distance signaling mechanism. Structured sur-
face water most likely enhances than impedes its functioning. In
colloidal matrix organized LMWMs somehow represent “small
coins” that an organism is in constant need of in order to maintain
its homeodynamics in a changing environment (Kinzel, 1989).

Ultraweak photon emission denotes the low-intensity sponta-
neous or inducible photon emission that accompanies chemical
reactions (electron transfers). It is emitted both by abiotic mat-
ter and living cells and tissues, whole organs and organisms.
Research on it was mainly carried out in Eastern Europe, but it
is known to increase in response to oxidative stress and thought

to originate from 1O2, triplet excited states (e.g., carbonyls), per-
oxynitrite reactions, lipoxygenase activity, haem protein/peroxide
reactions and Fenton chemistry, the transition metal catalyzed
reduction of H2O2 to •OH (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007),
as well as in structured water zones close to LMWMs, proteins
and other hydrophilic surfaces (Voeikov, 2001, 2006) (Figure 5).
Vladimir Voeikov suggests that it can be absorbed by aromatic
structures that represent a common element in many LMWMs
and nucleobases. This property can enable ultraweak photon
emission to act as long distance feedback component in the CSS
(Figure 7B).
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This herein proposed concept of a chemoelectrical signal-
ing system (CSS) (Figures 7A,B) could serve as a candidate for
the self-sustaining kinetically stable dynamic reaction network
derived from replication reaction that represents the systems
chemistry of a living organisms (Pross, 2012). It also has the
potential to regulate its replication by affecting known and hith-
erto unknown epigenetic control mechanisms of gene expression
(Shapiro, 2011). Changes in electrical field intensity and fre-
quency in connected biotransistors could characterize the resting
and the active cell state. The CSS can monitor and coordinate the
many physiotypes or better physiolomes that cells, tissues and
organisms can develop. It provides a concept that can be use-
ful in tackling many still idiosyncratic and enigmatic phenomena
in biological sciences. Most of all, it reminds us that we should
not loose ourselves in LMWM structural diversity but focus on
how the LMWMs cooperate within the CSS they are a part of.
Otherwise, we risk not recognizing the forest behind the trees. In
the opinion of the authors there exists sufficient compelling evi-
dence for the existence of a CSS in the literature. Last but not least,
our conclusions have been already voiced by Albert Szent-Györgyi
(Szent-Györgyi, 1960, 1968) and thus are not new. Furthermore,
they are aimed at complementing but not at challenging approved
paradigms.
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